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Gyms are interested and 
multiple gyms and gym chains 

made inquiries

We made our first sales, with the sales funnel growing strong
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Gyms followed through with a 
sales agreement for our beta

6 out of  7

We’re in contact with all 3 large Dutch gym chains



Research shows that tracking sports activities increases 
enjoyment, motivation and the effectiveness of training
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GymStory is able to track activities from fitness equipment 
via our Smart Sensor, which is patentable
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Solution (1)

GymStory’s Smart Sensor Fitness activity tracker

Sensor connects to phone 
automatically

Gym owners will be offered a share in the revenue.



GymStory has invented a Sensor that can be installed in 1 
second on any fitness equipment and collects the data
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Solution (2)

The data is integrated in the gym’s customer app via an API.
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Product (1)

The unique data from GymStory can be used by a personal 
trainer and is the basis of gamification

Gamification

Playing games with fitness results.

Virtual Personal Trainer

Giving training instructions and feedback.

Activity tracking

For insights in results and fun.

Gym exit

Press ‘Save’

Gym members enters gym

Activates GymStory with 1 swipe.
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Product (2)

Data generated by our Smart Sensor is multi-purposed: not 
just for fitness but also for healthcare purposes

A user’s training data: 
- Exercises
- Repetitions and sets
- Weight
- Speed & power
- Intensity
- Generic data (date, time, 
location) 

A gym’s meta data: 
- Users’ training activities
- Machine usage (under-
use/over-use)
- Routing (users’ training paths)

If you know what how we can market our data, get in contact!



Ask Q’s to 
stakeholders

Learn from 
other’s failures

Listen
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Low 
upfront 
costs

High 
usability

Low 
usability
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Competition

Our user experience and business model is unique

High 
upfront 
costs

Upfront monthly costs per unit 

Expensive machine leases

Revenue sharing model
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We have sales, hardware & software developers, industry 
advisors and an incubator: all ingredients for success 

Team
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Question to you: how can we monetize this data for the 
fitness industry and other industries?

Action

Contact me when you think you can help us: 
Lars van der Wal   +31-6-42935450

Or go to www.gymstory.nl


